Lesson B-1 & HiB-1
1. b, d
2. a, c
3. a, c, f, g

Lesson C-1 & Hi C-1
1. A, B, B, A, B
   A, A, B, A, A
2. a
3. a. a special treat
   b. excellent pets
   c. a wonderful place to learn and play

Lesson D-1
1. A
2. B
3. B
4. A
5. X
6. X
7. X
8. X
9. X

Lesson E-1
1. a
2. b
3. c

Lesson F-1
1. b, e
2. b, c, e, f, h, k

Lesson G-1
1. a, c, d, e
2. b, d
3. colonist
   British
   colonist

Lesson H-1
1. trample
   mob
   stink
   gossip
   Answers will vary for questions 2 and 3.

Lesson I-1
1. b
2. d
3. b
4. a
5. a

Lesson J-1
1. a
2. b
3. a
4. a
5. b
6. b
7. b
8. b
9. devastating
10. filthy
11. kindhearted
12. unhappy
13. nonsense
14. disturbing
15. delicious
   generous
16. exquisite
17. talented
   mere
18. vicious
   absurd
19. drivel
20. suspicious
21. b
22. c
23. d
24. c
Lesson K-1

1. spied on N
2. refreshing P
3. mud-colored N
4. burned, blood-red N
5. schemed N
6. cheap N
7. mob N
8. smirked N
9. argued N
10. adequate N
11. a. positive
    b. negative
12. a. positive
    b. negative
13. a. answers will vary
    b. answers will vary

Lesson L-1

1. a. cruel delight
    b. desperately need
2. b, c, a
3. a. According to the passage, the candidate does not have a single fault.
    b. There is no way to know this for sure from the information in the passage.
    X c. Although mostly opinion, the passage does include a number of facts.
    X d. It does not tell about any other candidates for the office.
    X e. No one can accurately predict the political future.
    f. It is mostly opinion.
    g. It is only the author’s point of view.
    h. Some of it is fact.
    X i. Examples are “horse sense” and "something for nothing."

   *Wording of answers in exercise 3 may vary.*